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Professional Organizer & Lifestyle Expert 

What Makes Leslie Special?

leslielehrliving.com

Leslie Lehr is a lifestyle expert, organizational specialist, and go-to girlfriend for the
modern day superwoman. Leslie is the founder and owner of Leslie Lehr Living, a
company dedicated to helping the everyday, busy woman find beauty in order, live
simply with a pop of personality, and create systems that decrease clutter and allow for
sustainability. Leslie uses her expertise and passion for style, organization, and hospitality
to help her clients live more with less. With the belief that you should not have to
compromise function, style, or budget to achieve beautiful results, Leslie teaches her
clients to implement simple systems that help them stay organized, curate a polished style
with flair, and invest in a few quality and versatile pieces to avoid over-purchasing. Leslie
is currently based in Phoenix, Arizona, where she frequently contributes her lifestyle,
organization, and entertaining expertise to top-tier local media outlets. 

About Leslie

Leslie’s style pays homage to the places she has lived: the
east and west coasts and the southwest U.S. Throughout
her career, Leslie has curated a unique style that blends
contemporary design elements with a dash of charm and
tradition that is equally sophisticated as it is playful. 

As a self-taught organization expert with an eye for
design, Leslie isn’t a store-bought solution provider.
Instead of piling a room with plastic containers, Leslie
provides unexpected, unique solutions to ordinary
spaces that banish clutter while incorporating beautiful
personalized design.

Whether it’s a closet redux or a pantry overhaul, Leslie
imparts her sustainability systems to help her clients
reclaim their time, space, and peace of mind. Leslie
believes that mixing design and organization has the power
to transform a space, reduce stress, and create a sense of
pride, peace, joy, and comfort. 

Leslie teaches her clients how to intentionally select the
items in their home. A believer that a few quality items are
better than many low-quality knick knacks, Leslie helps
her clients reduce clutter by getting rid of what they do
not use, while teaching them ways to use the quality pieces
they already have in a fresh and stylish way. 
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Potential Topics:

Tips for hosting a party in every season 
How to make entertaining effortless 
4 pieces every host(ess) should have 
Coastal grandmother chic: Creating tablescapes with flair 

How to refresh & revamp your vintage pieces
Putting your personal touch in every space 
Design must-haves: When to spend and when to save 
How to beautifully mix design and organization 

Organizing your closet to make getting ready a breeze 
Benefits of living with less 
How to reclaim your space through organization
Trash or treasure? How to know when an item contributes to clutter

Entertaining

Design 

Organization
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You call yourself the “go-to girlfriend for the modern day
superwoman.” What led you to create this tagline and how does it
encapsulate Leslie Lehr Living? 
In your own words, how would you summarize your design style?
Has living on the east and west coasts, and now the southwest, had
any influence on your style and design? 
What are your go-to tips for elevating any space? 
What are some design trends you think will never go out of style? 
Do you think functionality or aesthetic is more important when
designing a space? 
How does an organized home change how we act, feel, and live? 
Where do you get inspiration from when styling a space? 
Is there any piece that you recommend everyone needs in their
home? Any must-have hosting pieces? 
What does it mean to live with Les(s)? 
What are some ways to include a pop of personality in your design? 

 

Suggested Interview Questions
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